Middle East highest region prone to cyber threats in the world
Wael Fattouh, PwC Middle East Partner, Risk Assurance Services, talks to Saudi Gazette
about cyber-attacks and investing in security

While companies in the Middle East
are investing in security technology
and protection such as cyber
insurance, they are often not
supported by the people, processes
and governance required to provide
real security creating a “false sense of
security”, according to Mike
Maddison, PwC Middle East partner,
cy ber services leader and head of risk
assurance services.

Many organisations in the Middle
East approach cyber security solely
as a technology problem and that is
“simply not enough,” said Wael
Fattouh, PwC Middle East Partner,
Risk Assurance Services. “Security
is an end-to-end issue and ignoring
any part of the chain can
compromise the effectiveness of the
implemented measures,” he
ex plains. “Another common
misconception is when
organisations think that
compliance with security standards
is the same thing as being secure,
which is not accurate. Compliance
helps an organisation implement
good practices, but they need to fit
into a frame that works for the
unique nature of the organisation
to be effective at securing it.”

Despite an annual increase in
strategic initiatives to improve
security across businesses in
Saudi Arabia, it continues to be a
“hot target” for cyber criminals
giv en its geographical, political and
economic position in the region.
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It would not be sufficient to have the
correct tools, governance, and
processes in place if the people in
the organisation are not trained to
deal with the incidents.”

The attacks range from the direct
theft of data through hacking, to
coordinated spam emails and
“phishing” attempts. “Attackers are
becoming more innovative and are
using new kinds of attacks that are
constantly evolving, so you can’t
look for outdated signs of attack
any more, your security and
detection methods have to also
constantly evolve,” he said.
“V irtually, every type of cyber-attack
has been used against organizations
in the Middle East and so businesses
need to be informed of the latest
threats and measures to counter
them. This is where global
knowledge sharing and threats
information become critical.”
There is no limit on the negative
impact a cyber-incident can have on
an organization in today’s digital
age. From loss of critical client and
employee data, to financial losses
due to fraud or disruption of
business, the list of risks is a long
one. Each company has a unique
digital risk exposure that is closely
linked with the nature of the
organisation, and therefore it must
be fully and carefully identified and
mitigated at all levels of the
organisation.

T his article first appeared in Saudi Gazette in August 2016.
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